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AFFILIATIONS

"In my experience as a student, a music teacher, and an English Language Arts teacher, when students make crosscurricular connections, they show increased engagement, higher retention of information, and increased understanding
of the concepts. This supported the concept of holistic learning, the idea of educating the whole child."

03. Methodology

04. Results/Findings

In total, seven classes participated in the
experiment. The classes included General
Education, English Language Learner,
Transitional Kindergarten, & Self-Contained
Special Education Classes. The song was a
call-and-response to cut down on
memorization time for the students.
Each class participated in:
A pre & post-test

Each group recognized more sight words after learning the
"Sight Word Song."
The classes that returned to music two days later performed
better on the second pretest than the pretest from day one.
This shows that they retained their knowledge of sight words
without additional assistance.
Students recognized the sight words both in the same order
of the song and in a different order. This shows that students
remembered the words, not just the order of the words in
the song.
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Two "Sight Word Song" run-

There is an abundance of research supporting music's benefits on students to

throughs with motions

learn in other subject areas. These benefits include transferring skills music
teaches, a direct transfer of knowledge, or cross-curricular connections. Of

Some studies included how music could be

course, as a music teacher, I believe there are many benefits to learning music

used in the music classroom to support

and that it is incredibly beneficial to teach music in schools. However, I

reading and ELA concepts, while others

understand that not everyone feels this way. I wanted to find a direct example of

showed how it was used in the academic

music being used to teach an academic subject area concept to show the direct

classroom to enhance reading.

benefit music can have in other classrooms.
As I began my research, I discovered a lack of studies showing music being the
sole resource used to teach other concepts; music was always used in addition
to different strategies. As a former English teacher, I decided to create a song to
help students recognize sight words; I thought this would be up my alley.

These graphs show the percentage of words identified
correctly by all 612 students from pretest to post-test.

05. Analysis

06. Conclusion

The most significant takeaway is that all seven groups showed growth from their pretest to their
final post-test. I believe my research supports my original hypothesis that music can help students
recognize sight words. After learning the “Sight Word Song,” the students remembered more
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The first bar of each set shows the
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post-test. Students showed significant
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Song."
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The main goal of
this experiment was
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My findings support the idea that music can be used to teach
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participate. They succeed in integrating reading into the
music curriculum because of the presentation, not the
subject matter. As music educators, we can make effective
cross-curricular connections, but we must be intentional in
planning and our presentation.

